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Message from the Chapter President
Lance Loken

Greetings from your North Dakota Chapter of the Soil and Water Conservation Society. My first year as President was very busy, as can be expected.
We held a conference in Medora in June 2014 related to oil field impacts in
the west. I’ll touch on this conference later in the Newsletter. And our
annual conference was a great success, was held in December, and many of
you attended. This conference dealt with the inter-relationship between soil,
vegetation, and health. I wasn’t part of the planning committee for the
annual conference, and was very impressed with the topics covered, and
I learned a lot. You might gather that these topics were outside my normal
day-to-day experience. I grew up on a small grain and dairy farm, so I did grasp and understand the
message. This conference represents the ongoing evolution of understanding of the soil health related to
farming and ranching, and will allow for improved land and animal management into the future, as well
as abundant and healthy crops.
The year ahead will be just as busy. We are trying to revive our Chapter’s Foundation, which was
founded by Myron Senechal, and if anyone would like to sit on the Foundation going into the future,
please let one of the officers know of your interest. We are planning a second conference in Medora –
dates to be decided as yet. We will want to expand on our coverage of topics, and maybe provide more
intensive information in this second year. We already have a commitment from Clay Jenkinson to
speak once again, and I’ve visited with Randy Hatzenbuhler of the Theodore Roosevelt Medora Foundation, and they would love the opportunity to be our host again in 2015.

There is some action regarding the Professional Soil Classifiers Law. The Board of Registration had
opened the law up for some editing. The law was first promulgated in 1973, and some of the language
was in need of modernization. This bill is before the Senate Agriculture Committee first.
Unfortunately, an engineering firm caught wind of this, and contacted someone (we don’t know who)
on the interim legislative committee, and they have messed substantially with the bill. Essentially, they
were able to get some amendments into the bill that would allow private firms to be exempted from the
law for soil interpretations related to wetland delineations. The way their amendment reads, anyone
who passes a short course could do the soils work. We were not aware of these amendments until we
attended the last interim legislative agriculture committee meeting in October 2014. There was a lot of
discussion and presentations against these changes at that meeting. The interim committee essentially
punted, and approved the bill as amended by the engineering firm, and decided to let the overall
legislature deal with the issue.

Continued on page 3.
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Continued from page 2
Message from the Chapter President
Lance Loken
The result, if passed, could result in essentially untrained folks
(I will not call them professionals) to do wetland soil
interpretations. This could be troublesome for the NRCS should
farmers take a course. It could also result in wetlands not being
properly delineated, and we suspect many will be much larger or
smaller than they should be, depending on the way these folks
interpret the soils. And the courses proposed are for full wetland
delineation training, of which usually only 1 day is on soils. The
State Board has already commented that they would not be
comfortable approving or disapproving these courses, as they only have jurisdiction over the soils, and they do not have jurisdiction over the other aspects in wetland delineation, and cannot regulate the vegetation or hydrology portions of such courses, or the professionals who perform these activities.
I am a Past-President of PSCAND, and I am a registered professional soil classifier, so I volunteered to
be active in this effort. I now chair the lobbying committee of PSCAND, and we have several active
members who are moving to fight this change. PSCAND has hired a professional lobbyist, and several
us, including myself, are registered lobbyists now. We are proposing our own amendments that would
reverse the current amendments, and if all goes well, we’ll be able to defeat this move by a single entity
to change our law. This activity will keep us hopping in January. If we are successful in the Senate,
maybe we won’t have to deal with it in the House.
One portion of the amendments that will survive will be a new requirement for continuing education
credits for professional soil classifiers. As written, this requirement will go into effect, barring any
further surprises, in 2016. PSCAND will be entrusted with a new major activity, as PSCAND will be
given the challenge of providing the training needed of the classifier’s continuing education. There
may be a change in our future conferences, as more soil-focused intensive course work will most likely
be the result of this change to the law. And maybe the ND Chapter of the SWCS will be able to assist
in this educational effort as well. This continuing education requirement will definitely boost
attendance. That’s it for now. We’ll keep you up-to-date on the changes ahead, and this year’s set of
conferences! Hope to see you in Medora in June!

Lance Loken
Chapter President
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69th SWCS International Annual Conference

By: Richard Webb

The 69th SWCS International Annual Conference
was held in Lombard, IL on July 27-30th. The
conference consisted of numerous excellent topics related to conservation and soil health, such
as how to design cover crop mixes or how to
make cover crops fit into your system. Many other presentations, speeches, and discussions focused on water quality and quantity issues and
the impacts at both a national and international level.
NDSWCS was well represented at the conference with Steve Dvorak, Cody Hatzenbuhler, Mark and
Susan Liebig, Richard Webb, and Abbey Wick all in attendance from North Dakota. The chapter was
also extremely successful at the July 29th Awards Banquet as Steve Dvorak was recognized on
behalf of Ducks Unlimited with a Merit Award for their winter cereals program; Abbey Wick received
the Harold and Kay Scholl Excellence in Conservation Award; Susan Samson-Liebig received the
Outstanding Service Award; Cody Hatzenbuhler received a Commendation Award; and Jay Fuhrer
was recognized with a
President's Leadership Award.
Just like every year, the
conference provided ample
opportunities for attendees to
network with conservationists
from all around the world and
from various walks of life
ranging from farmers to private
industry representatives to
academia and government
agencies.
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2014 Annual Meeting—Mandan, ND
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NEW OFFICER SPOLIGHT—Susan Samson-Liebig
(Secretary/Treasurer)
In 2014 I was elected for my 4th term as the ND SWCS Secretary/
Treasurer, which is an honor to be able to have served in this capacity
since 2011. After this term as secretary/treasurer, my desire is to be able
to serve our chapter in other positions if elected to do so.

A little bit about me. I have been a member of SWCS since 1993 where I
started with the Nebraska SWCS Chapter. I have served on many ND
SWCS Chapter committees helping to organize several meetings and
workshops. Through the years I have had opportunities to attend several regional and international
SWCS meetings where I have presented posters at some of these meetings.

My career experiences have allowed me to work in many states across the USA. I have been in my
current position as Soil Quality Specialist, NRCS, Soil Staff, Bismarck, North Dakota, since Sept.
2004. My interests have been in soil quality/soil health and the measurement and verification of soil
carbon and nitrogen pools and, most recently, soil biology and the linkage of soil health to plant, animal and human health. My duties include educating and bringing relevant soil health information and
the latest tools and technology to assess soil health to ND NRCS, Soil Conservation District (SCD)
employees, and the public. I also work closely with USDA-ARS scientists, North Dakota State University Extension, and others on aspects related to soil health. In addition, I lead educational activities
for students in grades kindergarten through high school showing the importance of healthy soils and
management impacts on soil functions. I have degrees in Agronomy with a minor in Soil Science and
a Dr. of Natural Health, NHD.

I cherish my experiences that I have had through the SWCS. Through these experiences, I have
learned a lot, grown in my professional career, and have made new friendships along the way that otherwise would not have been. I look forward to further expanding my horizons through the SWCS
wherever my future takes me.
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Check us out @ these location on the WEB !!
* Coming in March of 2015: New Website — www.ndswcs.org
* FACEBOOK
* GOOGLE+

NEW OFFICER SPOTLIGHT—Marko Davinic
(Council Representative)
Greetings I am Marko Davinic, I graduated from Northwestern
State University with a B.Sc. in biology in 2004. He received his
M.Sc. in microbiology at the Texas Tech University, where he
investigated genetic regulation of Exotoxin A production by
human and plant pathogen bacteria ( Pseudomonas aeruginosa).
At the same institution, he received his Ph.D. in plant and soil science (soil microbiology), where he evaluated a long term
impact of integrated crop-livestock agroecosystems on soil
microbial community.
Marko currently serves the worldwide scientific community in using PRS™-probes for research to
better measure soil nutrient bioavailability as an R & D Coordinator for Western Ag Innovations Inc.
In addition, Marko utilizes same technology to provide a deeper understanding of agricultural soils
and empowers farmers across North Dakota to optimize both yields and profit as a General Manager
of Western Ag Professional Agronomy ND.
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70th SWCS Inter Annual Conference

Coming Home to Conservation: Putting
Science into Practice
The 70th Annual Soil and Water Conservation
Society (SWCS) Conference will provide a forum
to celebrate past conservation accomplishments
as well as share and promote science-based
knowledge on critical, current issues facing soil,
water, and environmental sustainability.
We will meet this year in North Carolina, the
home state of Hugh Hammond Bennett, which
provides a unique combination of conservation
history and southern hospitality. Already an
active soil scientist in the years prior to the Dust
Bowl, Bennett witnessed first-hand the social and
environmental devastation of significant erosion. His nation called on him to help
stem the tide of its worst environmental disaster by implementing soil saving
practices in the Great Plains and beyond. Hugh Hammond Bennett later helped
found the Soil and Water Conservation Society and led the charge of identifying and
applying sound science in pursuit of conserving soil and water resources. With the
same mission today, we face even greater natural resource challenges in the midst of
climate change and increasing populations. The path paved by Bennett’s efforts and
example gives us a solid foundation, and we must strive to continually improve the
use and preservation of resources as we build a sustainable future.
One way we are moving forward on current environmental challenges is by
incorporating the former NIFA National Water Conference into the SWCS Annual
Conference, which will increase collaborative opportunities for Land-Grant based
scientists and educators engaged in water issues. SWCS welcomes this addition to
our already diverse audience and the enhancement it will provide to all conference
participants.
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Fare Well To Steven Dvorak, From ND-SWCS
Welcome New Member To SD-SWCS
Dear friends ,
If the grape vine has not yet reached you and delivered some version of my leaving
Ducks Unlimited for “greener pastures”, this email’s purpose is to do just that. By
the end of tomorrow I will no longer be an employee of DU; and come the 9th of
February I will start my new posi on with Mycogen Seeds as their commercial
agronomist for the state of South Dakota (minus the very northeast county or so).
My support for Ducks Unlimited and commitment to its cause have not wavered. And I will con nue to
champion the much needed agronomic concepts of no‐ ll, soil health, cover crops, and diverse crop rota ons
(especially those including winter wheat) – all while a emp ng to help strike that perfect balance between
producers’ needs to be as profitable as possible and their desire to not greatly compromise the integrity and
health of the landscapes they serve as stewards of.
From its small beginnings in 1937, Ducks Unlimited has never lost sight of the fact that private landowners are
its most important benefactors. In return for all of the “ecological services” that private landowners provide
the rest of society (usually without expec ng to be compensated for them, and just as a natural outcome of
their good stewardship), DU has endeavored to deliver monetary incen ves for, and physical and technical
help with, valued conserva on prac ces ‐‐ or even rewards for good conserva on prac ces that a producer
might already be employing.
Be that as it may, I remind myself that I am an agronomist and not a poli cian, nor a communica ons or
public rela ons specialist. Nonetheless, I do intend to do my part in “se ng the record straight”. But I was
told by a number of trusted advisors that I’d probably be more successful to that end if I was “wearing a
diﬀerent hat”. And so I’ve take a job that will allow me to serve as an agronomist without hindrance or
distrac on, and I will also get to wear a diﬀerent hat – both of which I’m rather excited about.
I want to personally thank all of you for the support and contribu ons that you’ve made to DU’s Agronomy
program over the years. We could not have achieved what we did, nor would we have made the impact that
we did, without your involvement. So many have done so much in making my work here at DU light,
enjoyable, and extremely rewarding. Once again I say, “Thank you!”
May God bless you all…
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2014 – Oil Summit
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2014—Oil Summit Con’t
2014 Soil and Water Summit, Medora, ND
More than 50 people attended the 2014 Soil and Water
Summit hosted by the ND SWCS Chapter and the
Professional Soil Classifiers Association of North
Dakota. This was a very successful event. Attendees
represented professionals from government, private
sector, and academia. Speakers presented information
about various aspects related to energy development in
the Bakken Oil Field. Mr. Clay Jenkinson provided
closing thoughts that were well received by all. A field
tour on the second day through the North Dakota
Grasslands area was very informative and allowed
conference participants an opportunity to see impact of
energy development first hand. Because of high interest
in this summit, many have requested a follow-up Soil and Water Summit to be held in
2015 in Medora . This summit would elaborate more on energy development in this area.
Stay tuned!
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2015 - Committee Membership
2015 Annual Meeting Planning Committee:
Joanie Rau (chairperson)
Michelle Jezeski
Susan Samson-Liebig
Cody Hatzenbuhler
Marko Davinic

Awards Committee:
Richard Webb (Chair)
Michelle Jezeski
Susan Liebig
Bob Bird
Environmental Education Committee:
Marko Davinic (Chair)
Lena Bohm
Cody Hatzenbuhler
Cal Thorson
Lance Loken
Historian:
Fred Aziz (Chair)
Lance Loken
Legislative Committee:
Lance Loken (Chair)
Bart Brinkenhoff
* Need To Fill_____
Newsletter Committee:
Cody Hatzenbuhler (Chair)
Amanda Brandt

Nominations Committee:
Amy Schlepp (Chair)
Amanda Brandt
Publicity and Outreach Committee:
Cody Hatzenbuhler (Chair)
Amy Schlepp
Cal Thorson
Amanda Brandt
Scholarship Committee
* Need to Fill_________ (Chair )
Larry Cihacek
Website –Webmaster:
Cody Hatzenbuhler (Chair)
Marko Davinic
Foundation Members
1. Bob Bird – Term 2018
2. Jennifer Heglund – Term 2017
3. Fred Aziz – Term 2020
4. ______Need to Fill _________
5. ______Need to Fill__________
Membership and Student Chapter
(now combined):
Abbey Wick (Chair)
Larry Cihacek
Carrie Werkmeister
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Garrison Diversion
In like manner, Missouri River diversion has remained a potent political issue.
The Garrison Diversion plan, authorized by Congress in 1968, entered
construction, but by 1976 was stalled by court challenges based on its
environmental impacts; even though many leaders strongly backed the plan,
landowners, environmental groups, and Canadian officials asserted that the
negative effects far outweighed any benefits. A compromise between these
interests was hammered out in 1986; construction of a greatly-reduced project
has continued, but even that remains under attack from agricultural and
environmental groups. For many longtime backers of the project, the primary
issue became North Dakota's ability to obtain some benefits in return for the
destruction of Missouri River bottomland by the Garrison Reservoir. Conceived
as a project to combine municipal, industrial, and agricultural uses for the water,
the project has been substantially modified; presently plans call for delivery of
Missouri River water to the Red River, Indian Municipal, Rural and Industrial
(MR&I) water funding, and an increase in the statewide MR&I water fund to
help deliver water to cities and towns throughout southwestern and
northwestern North Dakota. For most state residents, the most obvious benefit
from years of planning and effort are the recreational uses of Lake Sakakawea.

ARTICLES NEEDED!
Submit to
hatzco2@gmail.com
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